Let be a 2 and 3 -torsion free prime ring then if admits a non-zero Jordan left tri-derivation , then is commutative ,also we give some properties of permuting left tri -derivations. 
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1.Introduetion:
Throughout this paper we will use to represent an associative ring with center ( ) , is said to be n-torsion free if implies [5] . A ring is called prime(semiprime) if ( ) implies that ( ) [3] .A mapping is said to be permuting if ( ) ( ) hold for all and every permute .
A mapping defined by ( ) (
) is called the trace of ( ) where is permuting tri-additive mapping [3] , a tri-additive mapping is called tri -derivation if ( )
) and ( ) ( ) ( ) are hold for all [3] . The trace of satisfy the relation (
) for all [7] . In this paper , we gave some properties of permeating left tri-derivation, also we prove that if is a prime ring of characteristic not equal 2 and 3 and is admit anon-zero Jordan left-tri-derivation on , Then is commutative.
2.Permuting left tri-derivations:-
In the following theorem we introduce some properties of permuting Jordan left tri -derivation on a ring
Theorem 2.1:
Let a 2 -torsion free ring . If is a Jordan left tri -derivation then for all we have.
) ... (2) comparing (1) and (2)we get (3)and (4) we get (5) and ( 6) we have.
On the other hand
-( ) …(12) from(9)we have , -
-( ) So that by using (10) Step3 : is commutative.
Take: such that ( ) From step1 and step2, it follows in this case that.
( , -, -) ) for all … (20) By using (i) and ( ) in Theorem 2.1, and since , -, -So we obtain from (20) 
Proof:
Consider ( ) for all Then ( 
